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this is a perpetual license to the software, which must be purchased separately each time you
update the product. you can update to the latest version with a single click from the software
updater or by downloading an update from microsoft. office for mac is supported on the three most
recent versions of macos. as new major versions of macos are made generally available,
microsoftwill drop support for the oldest version and support the newest and previous two versions
of macos. product functionality and feature availability may vary on older systems.for a full list of
system requirements, see system requirements for microsoft 365 and office. office 2019 wont
receive additional new features now that it has been released. if you want to get new office features
on an on-going basis, you should consider moving to an office 365 plan (or microsoft 365) plan that
includes office. most of these enterprise plans include microsoft 365 apps for enterprise, which
includes the same office apps as office professional plus 2019. for more information about available
plans, see office 365 plans for enterprises and microsoft 365 plans for enterprises. for more
information about new features, see whats new in microsoft 365. microsoft 365 is a subscription that
comes with premium apps like word, excel, powerpoint, onenote, outlook, publisher, and access
(publisher and access available on pc only). the apps can be installed on multiple devices, including
pcs, macs, ipads, iphones, android tablets, and android phones. microsoft 365 also comes with
services like 1 tb of onedrive storage, 60 skype minutes per month, and microsoft chat and phone
support. with a subscription, you get the latest versions of the apps and automatically receive
updates when they happen.
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office online also offers the new and improved office lens app for mac and windows. this app allows
you to use your phone as a digital camera and then share your photos with others. office lens for

mac and windows is available with office 365 home and office 365 proplus. we are currently
providing a public preview of office for mac with office 365 small business premium. this preview is

not intended for production environments. we will continue to build the product based on your
feedback. office for mac preview is available to office 365 small business premium customers and
will be generally available for office 365 small business premium customers in the future. word,
excel, and powerpoint are the three most used applications in the office office 365 family. in the

office 365 world, this means that our user adoption goal is to make word, excel, and powerpoint a
reliable experience on any device. as such, we are enabling the office 365 family of apps to work on

mobile platforms by leveraging the modern web standards that are used by the modern web.
microsoft 365 apps for enterprise, the cloud-connected version of office, delivers the most

productive and most secure office experiencewith the lowest total cost of ownership for deployment
and management. however, for customers who cant move all their devices to the cloud just yet due

to inability to take regular updates, or have fully disconnected and secure environments, office ltsc is
available. office ltsc is a one-time release version of officeapps, as with previous perpetual releases.

microsoft 365 apps for enterprise, the cloud-connected version of office, delivers the most
productive and most secure office experiencewith the lowest total cost of ownership for deployment

and management. 5ec8ef588b
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